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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Mule application is created with an HTTP inbound endpoint
defined to receive custName and accountType as query
parameters. The accountType is captured using a Set Variable
transformer with the same name.
What is the correct MEL expression for logging accountType?
A. #[message.outboundProperties.accountType]
B. #[message.inboundProperties.accountType]

C. #[flowVars.accountType]
D. #[message."http.query.params'.accountType]
Answer: C
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Fill in the blank with the appropriate term.
The ___________________ helps a user schedule automated tasks

that perform actions at a specific time
or when a certain event occurs.
Answer:
Explanation:
Task Scheduler
Explanation:
answer Task Scheduler MMC snap-in
Explanation:
The Task Scheduler MMC snap-in helps a user schedule automated
tasks that perform actions at a specific time or when a certain
event occurs. It maintains a library of all scheduled tasks and
provides an organized view of the tasks and a convenient point
of access for managing them.
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